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Abstract: Effective management of coral reefs requires strategies tailored to cope with cumulative
disturbances from human activities. In Brazil, where coral reefs are a priority for conservation,
intensifying threats from local and global stressors are of paramount concern to management agencies.
Using a cumulative impact assessment approach, our goal was to inform management actions for
coral reefs in Brazil by assessing their exposure to multiple stressors (fishing, land-based activities,
coastal development, mining, aquaculture, shipping, and global warming). We calculated an index of
the risk to cumulative impacts: (i) assuming uniform sensitivity of coral reefs to stressors; and (ii)
using impact weights to reflect varying tolerance levels of coral reefs to each stressor. We also
predicted the index in both the presence and absence of global warming. We found that 16% and
37% of coral reefs had high to very high risk of cumulative impacts, without and with information
on sensitivity respectively, and 42% of reefs had low risk to cumulative impacts from both local and
global stressors. Our outputs are the first comprehensive spatial dataset of cumulative impact on
coral reefs in Brazil, and show that areas requiring attention mostly corresponded to those closer
to population centres. We demonstrate how the relationships between risks from local and global
stressors can be used to derive strategic management actions.

Keywords: cumulative impact assessment; coral reefs; Brazilian coast; human footprint; ecosystem
management; climate change; overfishing; multiple stressors; marine planning; anthropogenic stressors

1. Introduction

Multiple stressors threaten coral reefs worldwide, causing severe declines of biodiversity and
detrimental changes in the provision of associated ecosystem services [1–3]. Globally, coral reefs
cover about 527,000 km2 [4], but in recent decades reefs have undergone extensive degradation [5],
a trend expected to continue over the next century [6]. The stressors stem from a multiplicity of causes.
Stressors with local causes include destructive fishing and increased sedimentation associated with runoff
of land-based activities, which can be mitigated directly by managers when taking management actions
on the land or sea. Stressors with global causes, such as global warming and ocean acidification, cannot be
directly addressed by managers, although their effects can be mitigated by local management [1,7].
The dramatic degradation of coral reefs necessitates rational, accountable, cost-effective conservation
management to counteract both types of stressors. This is particularly important in developing countries
where high dependence on marine resources [8] creates strong competition between short-term social
and commercial interests and longer-term concern for environmental conservation.
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One of the most pervasive stressors for coral reefs is global warming. Coral reefs are among the
earliest ecosystems to show marked ecological responses to global warming [2], and such sensitivity
increases the extinction risk for many species [9]. Global-warming disturbances on coral reefs are
expected to include reduced coral growth [10], decreased capacity to recover from a suite of other
stressors [2], mass coral mortality associated with bleaching events [11], shifts in species ranges [12],
and coral disease outbreaks [13]. The mechanisms controlling larval dispersal and their relationships with
environmental conditions are also sensitive to climate change [14,15]. All these broad-scale changes affect
entire coral reef ecosystems, resulting in declines in biodiversity, fisheries yield, and other ecosystem
services. Consequently, pragmatic conservation actions are required to address new challenges to
conserving coral reef ecosystems in face of unprecedented and unstoppable sea-temperature warming.

Several studies have provided insights into the empirical responses of coral reef assemblages to
multiple stressors [16–18]. Additionally, recent studies have proposed approaches to understanding
the multiple interactions between local and global stressors and their importance for cumulative impact
assessment (CIA) [19–21]. Although integrating the potential effects of interacting multiple stressors is
of utmost importance for conservation management [20], a first step towards a comprehensive CIA
is quantifying the distribution and intensity of total regional human footprint. The impact of that
footprint can be estimated by measuring the differential sensitivity of ecosystems to multiple stressors.
Stressor mapping studies have been mostly developed at global scales [22,23], and only rarely has
detailed mapping of human footprint been attempted at regional scales with data at a similar spatial
grain to the ecological processes being threatened, even though such studies are increasingly necessary.

As in many other regions, coral reefs in Brazil are under pressure from multiple disturbances
caused by local [24] and global stressors [25] (Figure 1). Brazilian coral reefs are also considered of
high global conservation value owing to their high species endemism [26], the presence of many
threatened species [27], and their unique geomorphologic formation, which is significantly different
from the well-known coral reef ecosystems of the Caribbean and Indo-Pacific regions [28]. Despite high
conservation values, these ecosystems have undergone little conservation planning [29]. Brazilian coral
reefs are also warming faster than the global average in many areas [25,30], and local pressures on
these ecosystems are increasing as marine species are rapidly depleted [27,31]. Nowadays, there is
a high social and economic dependence on Brazilian coral reef resources, especially for fisheries [32]
and tourism [33]. This situation creates an imperative for comprehensive cumulative assessment and
sustainable use of biodiversity.
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Figure 1. Degraded coral reefs in Brazil. A mix of local and global stressors threaten reefs, leading to
a phase shift to algal-dominated reefs (left) and severe bleaching (right). Photographic credit:
Pedro H.C. Pereira.

This study aims to take the first major step towards a comprehensive CIA of Brazilian coral reefs
that could help inform future conservation planning efforts. From this, management recommendations
on areas facing the highest potential cumulative impact can be made. Importantly, identifying coral
reefs least exposed to multiple stressors can also aid in spatial prioritisation aiming to maintain
biodiversity over time. By quantifying the total human footprint for a set of stressors and estimating
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risks to cumulative impacts, we are building foundations for more refined, predictive knowledge
of human impacts on the structure and dynamics of coral reef ecosystems in Brazil. We anticipate
that some coral reefs identified as refugia from both local and global stressors and candidates to be
thus protected. Conversely, large coral reef areas would need to be particularly targeted for specific
management actions (i.e., stress alleviation from local stressors, ecological monitoring, or ecosystem
restoration) according to their susceptibility to different combinations to impacts from local and
global stressors.

2. Materials and Methods

We collated publicly-available data on local and global stressors known to exert significant
impacts on coral reefs [1,34,35] within our study area (Brazilian reefs; Figure 2): (i) fishing intensity;
(ii) land-based activities (e.g., infrastructure, agriculture, pasture and urban areas); (iii) coastal
development; (iv) ocean mining (i.e., lime, sand mining, oil and gas exploration); (v) aquaculture
(shrimp farming); (vi) shipping movements; and (vii) thermal stress. Data on stressors were summarised
within 2276 reef cells, each one a squared-grid of 1 km2 containing varying extents of coral reef habitat
(see top inset of Figure 2). We mapped how susceptible a particular reef cell was to pressures from each
stressor (henceforth termed ‘exposure’) following the framework proposed by [36].
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Figure 2. The study area and the reef cells (n = 2276), each one a squared-grid of 1 km2 containing
coral reef habitat. Top inset is a zoomed view of reef cells containing coral reef habitat (depicted as
orange patches). Coral reefs in Brazil occur in five geographically distinct sectors: (A) Parcel Manuel
Luis; (B) Fernando de Noronha and Atoll das Rocas; (C) Northeastern coast; (D) Todos os Santos Bay;
and (E) Abrolhos Bank.

2.1. Mapping the Exposure to Multiple Stressors

To characterise the exposure of reefs to multiple stressors, we gathered data on each stressor
separately. Details on how the exposure to each stressor was calculated are found in the Appendix A.
Below, we briefly describe each layer and provide information on datasets, types of data, and analyses
involved in Table 1.
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Table 1. Description of each stressor layer used for cumulative impact assessment (CIA) of Brazilian coral reefs.

Stressor Justification for Stressor Source of Dataset Scaling of Data Data Model and Attributes

Fishing FII
The wholesale removal of reef fish species
causes severe depletion of populations and
impairs coral reef resilience [37]

Google Earth Pro and
government reports
described in [38]

Continuous
Linear decay model based on mapping
the spatial location of 3610 traditional
and 65 industrial active vessels

Land-based activities LAI

These activities are proven to increase
erosion and deteriorate coastal water
quality, changes that cause detrimental
impacts on coral reef species [39]

Land-use data, infrastructure,
and human access to natural
areas in the terrestrial
environment described in
[40,41] and river plume data
(Appendix A)

Continuous

Raster dataset containing the human
footprint score derived from several
variables (e.g., crop land, extent of built
environments, and roads) measuring the
direct and indirect human pressures on
coastal catchments; Euclidean distance
from each reef cell centroid to mouth of
the nearest main river

Coastal develop-ment CDI

Coastal development results in sewage
discharge, urbanisation, presence of
engineering structures, and other
general uses of the shore that can
disrupt coral reef ecosystems [42,43]

DMSP/NOAA/NGDC
nighttime satellite imagery
as described in [38,44]

Continuous

Relative distance from each reef cell
(centroid) to a source of night-time
light (based on the metric LPI
(light proximity index)

Ocean mining OMI

Physical structures for mineral
extraction promote habitat loss.
Indirect impacts include nutrient
loading and sedimentation [45]

Government databases publicly
available (Appendix A)

Categorical
(presence or absence)

Vector data set of spatial locations of
areas converted for mining (n = 70) as
well as areas beyond their physical
presence under indirect exposure

Aqua-culture ADI
An important source of organic and
inorganic pollution, often associated with
eutrophication of coastal waters [46]

Shrimp farm locations
mapped by [47] Continuous

Euclidean-distance-based model from the
centroid of each farm pond (n = 115) that
would potentially affect a given reef cell

Shipping move-ments SMI
Shipping-associated disturbances such
as sediment resuspension and noise
pollution lead to habitat degradation [48]

Shipping activity including
domestic and international
fleet and several vessel
types made available by
Marine Traffic (Appendix A)

Categorical (low, medium,
high, and very high)

Density map classifying levels of
ship movement based on historical
data on ship positions

Thermal stress TSI
Sea-surface temperature is associated
with coral bleaching and several other
ecological shifts in coral reef ecosystems [2]

Sea surface temperature
data obtained from NOAA
and described by [25]

Continuous
Rate of warming using non-linear mixed
effect models based on monthly
climatology of sea surface temperature.
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The fishing intensity index was derived from the mapping methods developed by [49] and
adapted to the Brazilian context by [38], where the potential exposure to traditional and industrial
fisheries was estimated based on a decay factor function that combines information on vessel transits
and fisher behaviour. For land-based activities, the exposure index was derived from the summed
human footprint score [40,41] in coastal catchments as a proxy for potential pollution supply associated
with human land uses and its influence in coastal waters. The coastal development index was
calculated as described by [44], whose index was measured by distance from emission of night-time
lights. The presence of ocean mining activity and its area of influence (a discrete buffer width around
each location) was assigned to each reef cell based on a layer containing all mining fields. The exposure
to aquaculture-related disturbances was quantified by a Euclidean distance-based model in which
stress declines as distance to shrimp farms increases. For shipping movement, the exposure was
mapped using the network density of cargo ship movements. The spatial pattern of thermal stress
was based on the rate of sea-surface temperature rise that was calculated by applying nonlinear mixed
effect modelling [25].

2.2. Composite Index of the Cumulative Impact on Coral Reefs

Having mapped the exposure of reef cells to all stressors, we combined each of the stressors
presented above in GIS, to produce a composite index of the risk to cumulative impacts on coral reefs
(CIR). For this step, each stressor layer was normalised to range between 0 and 1, where 1 reflected the
maximum value of exposure across all reef cells throughout study area for each layer and 0 indicated the
minimum value of exposure. This normalisation made it possible to compare all layers. Following the
approach of [22,50,51] and others, this study assumed that the cumulative impact of multiple stressors
was additive rather than synergistic or antagonistic. Since additive models are more conservative and
simple to use in terms of estimating pressure interactions, they are most commonly used in CIA [52].
The index for each 1 km2 reef cell was calculated as:

CIR = aFII + bLAI + cCDI + dOMI + eADI + f SMI + gTSI (1)

where FII is the fishing index, LAI is the index of exposure to land-based activities, CDI is the coastal
development index, OMI is the index of exposure to mining activities, ADI is the index of exposure
to aquaculture activities, SMI is the shipping-movement index, and TSI the thermal stress index;
and a–g are constants. We used two approaches to incorporate estimates of sensitivity of coral reefs to
multiple stressors. The first approach assumed equal weighting of stressors, i.e., the seven stressors
were weighted by a series of constants (a–g), each with a value of 1. The second approach assumed
that coral reefs had differing sensitivities to each stressor, i.e., variable weights to reflect the relative
sensitivity of coral reefs to each stressor were used. Stressor weightings dictate how species differ in
their ability to tolerate each stressor. The impact weights of sensitivity of coral reefs to stressors in
the second approach were derived from [53] and presented in Table 2. Halpern et al. [53] developed
a systematic framework for collecting expert opinion on the relative impact of multiple pressures on
marine ecosystems. The vulnerability of ecosystems to individual pressures was characterized by five
attributes (termed ‘vulnerability factors’). A ranking system was then used to quantify the score of
each vulnerability factor, and combining the five scores provided a relative estimate of the sensitivity of
environmental features to anthropogenic stressors (i.e., Table 2). Similarly to calculating each stressor
individually, values of each index were standardized between 0 and 1, indicating minimum and
maximum risks of cumulative impact, respectively. We represented the resulting scores into one of the
five categories: very low (0–0.2), low (0.2–0.4), medium (0.4–0.6), high (0.6–0.8), and very high (0.8–1).

We also sought to compare risks of impacts from local stressors with risks of impacts from global
stressors. For this last set of analyses, we recalculated the risk to cumulative impacts as in our second
approach above, omitting the thermal stress index (TSI) from equation 1 to yield CIRL. The values of
CIRL represented the risk to cumulative impacts from local stressors only and were plotted against the
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sole risk of impact from warming disturbances (termed ‘CIRG’). CIRG was obtained by multiplying the
exposure to thermal stress (TSI) by the constant g in Table 2 followed by normalization (as indicated
above). We proposed that plotting relative risks from local stressors against relative risks from global
stressors might help indicate more nuanced management strategies for coral reefs. We then split the
scatterplot of local and global stressors in four quadrants (distinguished by the intersection of lines
where CIRL and CIRG scores were 0.5) and suggested four main management strategies: (i) protection,
when both CIRL and CIRG are relatively low (i.e., less than 0.5) and thus ecosystems are more likely
to be naturally-functioning entities; (ii) removal or mitigation of local stressors, when both CIRL and
CIRG are relatively high (i.e., greater than 0.5) and thus coral reefs would have reduced ability to
cope with both sources of stress unless managers alleviate stress from locally manageable sources;
(iii) ecosystem change monitoring, when only CIRG is relatively high and thus ecosystems might
experience less confounding effects from local stressors, while making mechanisms associated with
the responses to warming easier to interpret; and (iv) restoration prioritisation, when only CIRL is
relatively high and thus effectiveness of management actions through restoration can be enhanced
because only stoppable stressors are operating.

Table 2. Stressor weightings when calculating cumulative impact of stressors on coral reef ecosystems.

Stressor Constants Used in the Formula Above Weights

Fishing intensity a 2.5
Land-based activity b 2.8

Coastal development c 2.9
Ocean mining d 0.8
Aquaculture e 1.8

Shipping movement f 1.5
Thermal stress g 2.8

3. Results

We found that some reef cells were facing the maximum level of exposure (e.g., FII or TSI equal
to 1) to each stressor (Figure 3). Among all stressors, thermal stress and fishing accounted for the
two largest average values of exposures, with means of 0.53 (median = 0.48) and 0.32 (median = 0.25),
respectively. The northeastern coast, Todos os Santos Bay, and the nearshore reefs of Abrolhos Bank
(sectors C, D, and E of Figure 2, respectively) contained the highest concentration of cells with high
levels of exposure to fishing and land-based activities (Figure S1). In contrast, the spatial distribution
of cells with exposure to ocean mining was limited (about 4% of total number of reef cells—almost all
from sector D, Figure S2). This stressor also had the smallest mean and median values of exposure.
The exposure to coastal development was diffuse and closely coincident with the location of the main
cities along the northeastern coast and Todos os Santos Bay (sectors C and D of Figure 2, respectively)
(Figure S2). The exposure to aquaculture was more concentrated in the sectors C and D of Figure 2
while exposure to shipping movement was more pronounced over the offshore and nearshore reefs
situated in the sectors A and E, respectively (Figure S3). Thermal stress had the most widespread
distribution of cells containing high levels of exposure (Figure S4). Only a few reef cells had low
exposure to global warming (mostly from reefs situated in sector D).

Approximately 16% of reef cells had high to very high risk of experiencing cumulative impacts
when assuming equal sensitivity of coral reef ecosystems across stressors (cells coloured in red and
orange in Figure 4a). When variable sensitivities across stressors were included, 37% of reef cells
had high to very high risk to cumulative impacts (cells coloured in red and orange in Figure 4b).
A comparison between the two approaches also showed distinct spatial distributions of reefs with
high or very high risks of cumulative impacts. For the first approach, these cells were mostly restricted
to sectors C and D of the study area. For the second approach, areas of high to very high risk for
cumulative impacts became widespread throughout the study area (only sector A contained reef cells
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that remained with low risks to cumulative impacts). Overall, the spatial distribution of reefs with
high or very high risks was largely coincident with the presence of localities where human population
is high (see location of major capital cities in Figure 2). Global stressors also seemed to drive much of
the risk in the study area. For example, southern reefs in the Abrolhos Bank displayed higher risks
than northern reefs owing to their enhanced warming trend observed (Figure S4).
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of exposure while black dots represent the median.
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution of the risk to cumulative impacts across reef cells disregarding (a) or
considering (b) variable sensitivity to stressors (fishing, land-based activities, coastal development,
ocean mining, aquaculture, shipping movements, and thermal stress). The gradient of colours indicates
five classes of risk to cumulative impacts ranging from the relatively very low risk in purple to very
high risk in red. Panels (A–E) correspond to the locations of five geographically distinct sectors showing
in Figure 1.

Given the pervasive spatial patterns of stressors, it was surprising that a considerable number of
reef cells (i.e., about 42%) had low risk to cumulative impacts from both local and global sources of
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stress (bottom left-hand side of the Figure 5a,b). They were mostly nearshore banks situated further
south (sector E), but also included few reefs in sector A (Parcel Manuel Luis), B (Fernando de Noronha
Island), C (e.g., Parrachos de Rio do Fogo, northern Rio Grande do Norte) and D (Peninsula de Maraú
and northern Bahia). Only 6.5% of reef cells identified as having a high risk of cumulative impact
overlapped between the two types of stressors (top right-hand side of the Figure 5a,b). We also found
a considerable number of reef cells facing high-level risk to cumulative impacts from global stressors
only (i.e., about 37%), which might be targeted for specific conservation actions such as biodiversity
monitoring. Lastly, about 14.5% of reef cells had high-level risk to impacts solely related to local
stressors and could be prioritised for restoration strategies.
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Figure 5. Local and global stressors. Comparison of the levels of risk to cumulative impacts on each reef
cell between local (x-axis) and global sources of stress (y-axis) (a). Dots in blue represent the overlaps
between low risks of cumulative impact from local and global stressors and might indicate candidate
areas for protection. Dots in red are high priorities for stress alleviation from locally manageable
sources. Dots in orange are high priorities for ecosystem change monitoring and represent reef cells
with high-risk impacts from global stressors only. Dots in purple indicate reef cells with high-risk
impacts from local stressors only and might be considered priorities for restoration. Spatial distribution
of reef cells based on different combinations of risks to impacts from local and global stressors separately
(b). Colours are the same as in (a). Panels (A–E) correspond to the locations of five geographically
distinct sectors showing in Figure 2.

4. Discussion

Planning management actions considering the interplay between multiple stressors remains
a major gap in conservation science [54], especially because the scale and extent of impacts on marine
biodiversity are staggering [3,23]. This study sought to fill this gap by: (i) acknowledging that coral
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reefs vary their response to individual stressors, which results in an increase in the amount of coral
reef habitat classified as high risk to cumulative impacts; and (ii) developing a framework that allow
planners to determine management actions on the basis of relationships between risks to impacts
derived from local and global stressors distinctly. Although we have developed our dataset for
Brazilian coral reefs, this same approach can help improve the effectiveness of management actions
undertaken within any given region. While we found evidence that some coral reefs are refugia
from human interference, the present study also showed that an extensive tract of this ecosystem
requires different management strategies to cope with reef degradation. Rather than serve only as
a methodological framework to assist planners in fine-tuning their approaches, we strongly advocate
these data be used to inform conservation planning and to assess current conservation efforts.

Two stressors seemed to play a prominent role, potentially affecting a large amount of coral reef
habitat within our study area. These were thermal stress and fishing activities. Although there is a paucity
of field data on bleaching events in Brazil [25], global warming is associated with severe historical
impacts including extensive mortality [55] and the incidence of coral diseases [56]. Similarly, the effects of
local-scale fishing pressure in Brazil have been rarely studied (but see [57]). Also, data on fishing activity
at a scale suitable for management have not been collected since 2007 [58]. Small-scale fisheries have
proven to be particularly difficult to assess and manage [59], making the serious impacts on Brazilian
reefs likely to worsen. A combination of continuous degradation and lack of high-resolution data
that are always scarce in developing countries can lead to substantial depletion of marine biodiversity.
Under such circumstances, remotely sensed data represent an important source of information that can
be readily acquired to inform regional CIA, as illustrated in this paper.

Spatially-explicit approaches to CIA use the spatial modelling and overlay functions of GIS to
map the exposure and intensity of multiple stressors, and to quantify the overlap of stressors and
environmental features (e.g., [22,23,50,60–64]). There are multiple sources of error that affect accuracy
and precision in the spatial data used to inform CIA, including scale, age of data, measurement errors and
positional accuracy. Other sources of error in the spatial component of CIA are a product of assumptions
in the analysis, including [65]: the components of stressors are of equal importance (e.g., “fishing” is
a combination of multiple fishing types including line, trawl and netting), the distribution of stressors
is uniform within a grid, and transforming and normalising data is an appropriate representation of
stressor distribution and exposure. All of these errors combine to reduce the certainty in predictions of
impact and risk in spatially-explicit CIA.

In addition to spatial information, a measure of the sensitivity of environmental features to stressors
is used in CIA to assess the cumulative impact of multiple stressors. Precise quantitative information and
empirical data on the sensitivity of environmental features to stressors are rarely available, especially at
broad spatial scales [36]. A major cause of this data deficiency is the paucity of empirical studies
evaluating the impact of multiple stressors with enough length of historical data to have been refined
based on expert input [52]. The primary source of information on sensitivity is expert knowledge,
generally recorded using structured elicitation approaches (e.g., [53,66,67]). The impact weights used
in this study were derived from an expert survey, published in [53]. Despite the attempt by [53] to
minimise bias by capturing the opinions of a large number of experts using a structured approach,
outputs of the survey are inevitably affected by biases in expert judgement [68] and deficiencies in the
method used to extract judgements [69].

We assumed that the cumulative effect of multiple stressors was additive. Crain et al. [52]
reviewed studies on the interactive and cumulative effects of multiple human stressors in marine
systems and found the relationship can be additive, synergistic, and antagonistic; and the number
of synergistic interactions doubles when three or more threats are present. The findings of [52] have
implications for our results because synergisms between pressures may amplify the cumulative impact
to coral reefs when two or more stressors are present. Therefore, the difference in cumulative impact
between sites where there are few pressures and sites where there are many pressures may be larger
than presented here. However, Darling et al. [17] reported no synergisms between two stressors to coral
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reefs (fishing pressure and heat stress). Ban et al. [70], reviewing the stressor interactions on coral reefs,
also found insufficient empirical evidence to suggest that the prevailing type of stressor interaction
was synergistic. In addition, various forms of nonlinear responses to stressors could mean that there is
spatial variation in the relative weights of individual stressors used to estimate cumulative impacts.

As predicted, several stressors were clustered in particular areas, leading some reef cells
(i.e., about 6.5%) to face high levels of risk to cumulative impacts from both local and global stressors.
These cells, mostly surrounded by population centres, warrant conservation attention because their
ecological functions could be quickly lost in the future. Conversely, a significant amount of coral
reef habitat (i.e., 42%) could represent new opportunities for protection because they might retain
naturally-functioning ecosystems, and hence maintain provision of ecological services over time.
Some of these reefs remain as thermal refugia in the future or provide opportunities for adaptation
under global warming [25], critical for the occurrence of viable populations of species in the long-term.
While the protection of sites under minimal threat can facilitate conservation actions, implementing this
sole approach might undermine the effectiveness of conservation measures to benefit biodiversity [71].
With imminent and ongoing changes to coral reef ecosystems, managers and policy makers need
to broaden their pathways of action to provide a diversity of tangible and intangible outcomes to
biodiversity. Contingent on the available resources, managers might consider responding actively to
these requirements by grounding the practice of management in a theoretical framework, such as the
one presented here.

We restricted our analysis to the human activities affecting coral reefs for which data were available.
Expanding considerations to other threatening processes operating at both local (e.g., tourism) and
global scales (e.g., acidification) would therefore likely provide additional insights. Our findings also
indicate the locations of areas to focus on for protection, and areas to focus on for restoration/recovery,
ecological monitoring, and stress alleviation. Although our theoretical framework can offer new
insights into the design of conservation areas for coral reefs considering multiple management
objectives, our CIA approach would need to be combined with other criteria (e.g., species representation,
connectivity) within a more holistic conservation planning context [72]. Further research should seek to
combine information on stressors with data on the state of ecological values and in situ data on impacts
within our study area. More generally, we suggest that tools and methods provided here are a valuable
source of information for decision-making and can be easily accessible to any coral reef manager.
We encourage implementing CIA regionally that generates explicit quantitative relationships between
local and global stressors to strengthen its future applications, rather than conducting assessments on
a stressor-specific basis.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-2818/10/2/26/s1,
S1: Details on each stressor; Figure S1: Spatial pattern of potential exposure to fishing (a) and land-based activities
(b). Panels for reef cells within A-E sectors of the study area correspond to locations presented in Figure 1;
Figure S2: Spatial pattern of potential exposure to coastal development (a) and ocean mining (b). Panels for
reef cells within A-E sectors of the study area correspond to locations presented in Figure 1; Figure S3: Spatial
pattern of potential exposure to aquaculture (shrimp farming) (a) and shipping movements (b). Panels for reef
cells within A-E sectors of the study area correspond to locations presented in Figure 1; Figure S4: Spatial pattern
of potential exposure to thermal stress. Panels for reef cells within A-E sectors of the study area correspond to
locations presented in Figure 1.
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